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Abstract— Red black tree data structure is a binary search tree 

which is self-balancing and is used by CFS to sort runnable 

tasks. The main advantage of Red-Black trees is that in both 

insertions and deletions a single top-down pass may be used. 

Red–black trees offer worst-case guarantees for all insertion 

time, deletion time, and search time. CPU and Memory are 

the two main hardware resources through which 

virtualization can be successfully reached. CPU utilization 

can be maximized along with the distribution of resources 

between the tasks. Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS) of Linux 

is the default scheduler of Linux and it makes sure that equal 

opportunity is distributed between tasks. Based on minimal 

virtual time CFS selects it’s next process and to perform this 

efficiently it uses red black trees (RB tree). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Preserving fairness (balance) in giving processor time to the 

tasks is the objective of the CFS. This means that the fair 

amount of processor must be given to the processes. Out-of-

balance tasks (tasks that are not given a fair amount of time) 

must be given time to execute. 

 Amount of time provided to a given task called as 

virtual runtime which is used to determine the balance. If a 

task’s virtual runtime is small, it means that a task has been 

permitted access to the processor for a smaller amount of 

time. The concept of sleeper fairness is included in CFS to 

make sure that the tasks receive a comparable share of the 

processor when they need it in time when the tasks are not 

currently runnable. 

 Instead of using run queue to maintain tasks, a time-

ordered red-black tree is maintained by CFS. A red-black tree 

is a self-balancing tree with a number of interesting and 

useful properties. A task can be inserted or deleted quickly 

and efficiently as the operations on the tree occur in O(log n) 

time where n being the number of nodes in the tree.[1] 

II. RED BLACK TREE & IT’S OPERATIONS 

The red-black tree is a self-balancing binary search tree. The 

extra bit in the node of binary tree is interpreted as the node’s 

colour. During insertion and deletion, the tree must remain 

balanced. And these colour bits make sure that the tree is 

balanced. One bit of per node is enough to track the node’s 

colour as only two colours are used i.e. red and black. 

The following properties should be satisfied by red-black 

tree: 

1) The colour of the node is either red or black. 

2) The root node is black always. 

3) The newly inserted node is red. 

4) Red-red relationship is not allowed i.e. both a child and 

parent can’t be red. 

5) Red-Red relationship violation can be solved by 

recolouring(s) and/or restructuring. 

Below Figure is an example of a red-black tree: 

 
Fig. 1: An Example of Red-Black Tree 

A. Insertion 

Below is the pseudo code for insertion 

Insert an element into tree(T,a) 

colour[a] = Red  

while a!= root[T] and colour[parent[a]] = Red 

   do 

     if parent[a] = left[parent[parent[a]]] 

       then b=right[parent[parent[a]]] 

         if the colour[y] = Red 

             then colour[parent[a]]=Black 

                     colour[b] = Black 

                     colour[parent[parent[a]]] = Red 

                 a=parent[parent[a]] 

                 else if x = right[parent[a]] 

                        then a=parent[a] 

                               Left_rotate(T,a) 

                        colour[parent[a]] = Black 

                        Right_rotate(T,parent[parent[a]]) 

             Else(same as then clause with just “left” and      

             “right” exchanged) 

colour(root[T]] = Black 

1) Case 1: In the below figure 4 is inserted into the red black 

tree at the right of node 2 as red. 

 
Fig. 2: 

2) Case 2: Right rotation 

12 is inserted as left of 15 this leads to formation of red-red 

parent child nodes which is not allowed, So Right rotation and 

recolouring is performed as shown in the figure 
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Fig. 3: 

3) Case 3:  left rotation 

25 is inserted as left of node 23 this leads to formation of red-

red parent child nodes which is not allowed, So left rotation 

and recolouring is performed as shown in the figure 

 

 
Fig. 4: 

4) Case 4:  right-left rotation 

21  is inserted as left of node 23 this leads to formation of red-

red parent child nodes which is not allowed, So left -right 

rotation and recolouring  is performed as shown in the figure 

 

 
Fig. 5: 

5) Case 5: right-left rotation 

17 is inserted as right of node 15 this leads to formation of 

red-red parent child nodes which is not 

allowed, so right-left rotation and recolouring is performed as 

shown in the fig6.[2] 

 

 
Fig. 6: 

III. APPLICATION 

CFS represents the tasks in the tree and then finds out which 

one to run next. The storing of the tasks inside the RB tree is 

done on the bases of virtual run time. The tasks (represented 

by objects of sche_ent) are stored in the time-ordered red-

black tree such that the tasks that doesn’t need much 

processor, highest virtual runtimes, are stored towards the 

right side of the tree whereas the tasks that need the processor 

more, lowest virtual runtime, are stored towards the left side 

of the tree. Left-most node of the red-black tree is selected by 

the scheduler to schedule next in order to maintain fairness. 

Execution time of the task and the virtual runtime are added 

by the tasks to account for its time with the CPU and is 

inserted back to the tree if it is runnable. This allows the tasks 

on the left side of the tree to execute as sufficient time will be 

given and to maintain fairness, the contents of the tree move 

from the right to the left. On bases of minimum virtual time 

CFS scheduler picks the next task and to get this value 

efficiently its using Red-Black tree using RB tree which takes 

minimum O(h) here h is height of RB tree. But, using min-

heap we can get min virtual time process in O(1) time only 

but still it uses RB tree over heaps as they require contiguous 

memory in kernel space because of being array based. 
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